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An irreverent, funny, compassionate look at what having breast cancer means&#x97;and what it
doesn&#x92;t.From the pink ribbons to the websites that sell related accessories and stuffed
animals, breast cancer has morphed from a disease to an experience. And at every step of the way,
society tells women that this experience can teach them profound lessons and maybe even give
them a peek at the meaning of life. But what if it doesn&#x92;t? Before Shelley Lewis got breast
cancer she was a smart, edgy network producer. After the long month of treatment ended, she was
still a smart, edgy network producer. The cancer was gone but in its place there was no epiphany,
no new perspective on life. Lewis found that for herself and other women, breast cancer was many
things, but it was not necessarily an opportunity for self-improvement. It didn&#x92;t teach them
lessons, but surviving it did draw on hard-won life lessons they&#x92;d already learned. A wonderful
interweaving of the author&#x92;s personal story, interviews with breast cancer survivors, and a
sharp-eyed journalist&#x92;s look at the breast cancer &#x93;community,&#x94; this book is full of
unconventional wisdom, unexpected advice, and hilarious observations about life inside the pink
bubble. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Have you received a breast cancer diagnosis? Got a friend who has? Before you make another
move, read this funny and truthful lowdown from Shelley Lewis, whose emotional viewpoint matches
mine so precisely I can't shake the feeling that I should've written it myself (after all, I went through

this a year before she did). Unlike just about every other book on the breast cancer "experience,"
with its pretty pink cover and its crapola about how dealing with breast cancer will make you a
"better person" (just like it supposedly made its author!), Lewis gets down to the real nitty-gritty.
Namely: Breast cancer, at least for some people, isn't a "spiritual growth program," a "journey" or a
"gift." It's not the ultimate opportunity for the perfect boob makeover. It's not necessarily going to
turn you into Lance Armstrong and an inspiration to everyone. It's just a DISEASE--a scary,
upsetting DISEASE that makes you hope you can get through the treatment so you can get back to
your life--if at all possible.Lewis tells you the truth about breast cancer: it's OK to feel however you
do, optimistic or lousy. That you didn't get this disease because somehow you asked for it (and if
someone implies you did, you can cheerfully tell them where to stick it). That having a bad or
negative attitude or feeling depressed on occasion is perfectly normal, and it won't kill you. That
whatever decisions you make about how to deal with your disease are OK, so long as you are the
one driving the bus--even if that means putting yourself in the hands of a team of physicians you
utterly trust and doing whatever they say. There are no do's-and-don'ts here about chemo,
radiation, hair loss, breast reconstruction, anything--the message here is that each person's
situation is unique, and each choice is uniquely one's own.
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